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PART 3. THE WISDOM OF DAY AND NIGHT. 

On the evening of Day Four of Creation He made the moon to mark the seasons
and define the festivals — . In the following morning He made
the sun and so it shone all day. However, at the end of that day and every
subsequent day, the sun knows that it is time for its setting — 
to make room for the dominion of the moon.

Hashem, even Your creation of the dark of night serves a purpose. It is a blessing
for the creatures of the forest who depend on the security it gives them. When the
day is done, You bring on darkness, and it is night — .
That is when all the beasts of the forest creep forth -  to
forage for their food. They hide during the day because that is when man is in
control.

Then during the night the young lions roar after their prey — 
, and when they have no prey they prowl through the night to seek their

food from G-d — . 

When the sun rises — , the young lions steal away —  in fear
of men, who are out and about. It is then that the young lions lie down to sleep in
their hidden dens — .

In the safety of daytime man goes forth to his work —  and to
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his labor— until the evening — .
PART 4. CREATURES OF THE WORLD. 

How abundant and how magnificent are your works, Hashem — 
. You made them all with wisdom — , so that they are able

to coexist in harmony. The world is full of Your creations — ;
there is in the world other than what You have brought into being and everything is
there that needs to be there.

There is the sea — , great and wide — ; countless
swarming creatures are there — , all created on the Fifth
Day with the birds of the air. They are far more numerous than the land animals
created on the Sixth Day. Just as on land there are sea animals small and large
— . Large creatures are continually swallowing the smaller
ones, but the numbers that are procreated every day are so huge that there is no
way to count them.

Men sail there in ships — , skimming along on the surface, little
suspecting what a  teeming variety of animal life there is below them. Also there
is the Leviathan whale that You created for men to test their strength
against, or as an object of delighted contemplation of the secret wisdom to be
granted to the righteous in the world to come  —  . 

Although they have no understanding of their Creator, all creatures depend on the
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sustenance  that You provide and so they all look to You expectantly — 

, to provide their food in in its proper time — . As
for the men sailing the seas, many direct their prayers to You.

In times of plenty You give food to them with an open hand — . In
times of famine they must put in extra effort to gather it in — . When You
open Your hand — , they are granted satisfaction with Your
bountiful good — .  At other times they must learn to wait and that is
when men realize the need to turn to You in tefillah.

When You hide Your face —  and deny them their sustenance, they
are in panic —  for there is no one to help them beside You. when You
take back their life force — , they perish —  and return to
their dust —  . 

When You send forth Your spirit to mankind —  at the time of
Techias Hameisim (Resurrection), nen are created anew —  , and You give
new life to the people of the earth — . 
PART 5. THE GLORY OF HASHEM. 

The works of Hashem are His glory. The glory of Hashem will endure for ever
—  for He will contune to govern all of Creation. May men gain
true understanding so that Hashem will have cause to take delight in his works
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— .

When He is angry at the wicked, He looks toward the earth — 
(symbolically) and it quakes — ; He touches the mountains — 
and they smoke —  in volcanic eruptions. 

I will sing to Hashem for having granted me life — , even in the
midst of destruction. I will sing praises to my G-d while I endure — 

as an individual in the midst of His great kingdom. 

May my tefillah be sweet to Him — . And as long my speech and
meditation are pleasing to Him I will rejoice in the privilege of talking to Hashem
—  and in gratification for the yeshuah that He grants to me.

May sinners cease from the earth — , and may the
wicked be no more — ; Bless Hashem, O my soul — 

. Halleluyah —  !
Sources
The primary sources used in the interpretation of the verses in this mizmor are
listed below. 
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